
A balloon
PVA glue and paintbrush
Some Autumn leaves 
Scissors

Alice went for a walk in a wonderful
wood around Oxford.
How beautiful is Autumn: the
magical colours, the leaves crackling,  
the scent of damp and the taste of
warm chestnuts...
Alice collected some leaves and
decided to make a bowl with them. 
Here is how she made it. 

AUTUMN LEAF BOWL

This is better 
than Wonderland!!
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1 Blow the balloon up and cover the
top half of the baloon with glue.
Apply the leaves to the glue., making
sure there are no gaps. Add another
layer of glue on top of the leaves. 

2 Leave to dry overnight and repeat
Step 1, adding another two or three
layers. 

3 Once all the layers are dry pop the
baloon and remove it from the bowl.
You can neaten up the rim of the bowl
using scissors, or leave it as it is.  

WHAT YOU NEED



GRATITUDE LEAF BOWL

Put these notes into the bowl. You
may be surprised how many good
things you are grateful for. You
can ask your family and friends to
put in some notes of their own. 

1 Prepare some pieces of paper. You
can use colorful paper or colour
some white papaer. You can fold
them to make little cards. 
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Write on them notes of love and
appreciation about the things you
are grateful for: like a nice day at
the park, your family, your friends,
your pet,, the food you have eaten,
books you have read... 

Let's make a gratitude bowl.  
You can use your bowl made out of
Autumn leaves or you can simply take
a bowl you like and fill it up with
everything you are grateful for.  

Fill up the bowl with everything
you are grateful for...


